User Guide
Thanks for purchasing Kart-It!
Follow these important steps to ensure Kart-It
works to the manufacturer’s specifications.
We know you’ll love Kart-it and it will become a part of your family’s everyday life!

1. What’s in your Box:




Kart-It frame wrapped in bubble wrap.
Canvas bag
2 x wheels with 2 x wing nuts in a black bag.

2. How to put your Kart together: (Please refer to the pictures below)
a. Remove the bubble wrap.


A stabilizing leg is on the back end of the Kart, you will push from this end.

b. Remove the wheels from the bag and attach to the Kart.



One side of the wheel is protruding and it is this side that goes against the frame.
Attach the wing nuts and tighten firmly. You can place the empty bag in the zipper compartment..

c. Standing the Kart upright, remove the velcro strap holding the 2 uprights together and
push them apart to open the Kart.




Lock in the crossbars on either side. (Pushing down)
Flip the stabilizing leg forward and move the Kart by pushing for the back end.
Place the kart on the ground. The Kart should be free standing ready to fill.

d. Unfold the canvas bag supplied to attach to the Kart frame with double braided rope.



The bag is attached to the Kart with the zipper to the back end where the stabilizing leg is located.
Feed the braided rope thru the eyelets attached to the frame and tie with a single knot on each of the
4 corners of the canvas bag.
 Ensure the canvas bag is tight against the frame to stop the canvas bag from dragging on the ground.

Stabilizing Leg

Kart Frame Crossbars

Braided Rope Tie

IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW:
1. Do not exceed the maximum recommended weight
capacity:
100 kgs in the Large Kart
60 kgs in the Medium Kart
2. To avoid scraping the canvas bag on concrete or
rough surfaces when full, distribute the weight evenly
when filling your Kart.

Completed Kart – Medium & Larg

3. The stabilizer leg is used to stabilize the Kart when filling or when
it is stationary.
You will find that it is a great solution for a variety of chores.
please ensure that you check and tighten all nuts and bolts from the beginning.
Tighten your bag knots close as possible to ensure that your canvas bag is high up and taught.
Enjoy.

Don’t Carry it, KART-IT….Enjoy!
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